UNIQUENESS OF HAHN-BANACH EXTENSIONS AND
UNIQUE BEST APPROXIMATION
BY

R. R. PHELPS
Introduction.
The Hahn-Banach
theorem states that a linear functional
defined on a subspace M of a normed linear space E has at least one extension
(with the same norm) to the whole of E. We intend to investigate those subspaces M for which this extension is unique, that is, those subspaces M having
property U: Each linear functional on M has a unique norm-preserving extension
to E. A. E. Taylor [14] and S. R. Foguel [4] have, between them, characterized those spaces E for which every subspace has property
U—they are precisely those E having strictly convex conjugate. Another property which has
long been of interest is that of unique best approximation,
which we will call
the Haar property: For each xEE there exists a unique yEM such that \\x —y\\
= d(x, ilP)(= inf {||« —z\\: zEM}).
There is an interesting and basic duality
between these properties: The subspace Af has property U if and only if its
annihilator
ML in E* has the Haar property. (This duality is not complete;
we give examples showing that in the above statement the words "property
U" and "the Haar property"
can not, in general, be interchanged.)
The
Taylor-Foguel
theorem above is an immediate consequence of this theorem
and of the fact that strictly convex spaces are precisely those in which every
line through the origin has the Haar property.
By considering the dimension of certain extremal convex subsets of the
unit sphere in E* [in E] we obtain a necessary condition that a subspace of
finite dimension
[deficiency] have property
U [the Haar property].
In the
case of property U this theorem is "sharp," in the sense that for certain special
spaces, the condition expressed in the theorem characterizes property
U for
finite dimensional subspaces. In the case of the Haar property this theorem
enables us to conclude, for instance, that the spaces c0 and Li [0, 1 ] admit no
Haar subspaces (i.e., subspaces having the Haar property) of finite deficiency.
The latter complements the result that Li [0, 1 ] admits no Haar subspace of
finite dimension.
We obtain a theorem, related to one in [12], that gives a sufficient condition for a finite dimensional subspace to have the Haar property. In the case
that the space E is a closed ideal in C(T) (T compact Hausdorff), this condition is also necessary. A corollary of the latter result establishes an extension
of the classical Haar theorem [5] to C0(T) (T locally compact Hausdorff).
Presented to the Society, 1959; received by the editors May 14, 1959.
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This paper is divided into three main sections. The first section contains
theorems about general normed spaces. The second and third sections are
devoted to a systematic application of these theorems to spaces of integrable
functions and spaces of continuous functions, respectively. Most of the results
from these two sections are summarized in a table at the end of the paper. A
fourth and final section contains some remarks on applications
and an unsolved problem, as well as an interesting theorem connecting reflexivity and
best approximation,
the proof of which is due to R. C. James.
The notion of extreme point (and the Krein-Milman
theorem) plays an
important role throughout
this paper. In particular,
the applications of the
general theorems to special spaces E make considerable use of known characterizarions
of the extreme points of the unit cell of E*.
1. Property U and the Haar property in normed spaces. Throughout the
paper A~B will denote the set theoretic difference of the sets A and B;
the minus sign will be reserved for vector subtraction.
We denote by 5 the
unit sphere {x: ||x|| =1} in E; S* denotes the corresponding
subset of the
conjugate space E*. The symbol c/>will denote the origin in E and in E*.

If Af is a subspace of E let SM= SnM and let S%= {F<EM*:\\f\\m=1},
where ||P||jif = sup {| F(x)\ : xESM ]■ Yet Mx denote {fGE*:f(x)=0
for all
x£Af}, the annihilator subspace of M in E*. In what follows, we refer the
reader to [3 ] for the definition or proof of any term or theorem which is otherwise left unexplained.
Since a subspace has property U if and only if its closure has the property,
and since any Haar subspace is necessarily closed, we will henceforth restrict
our attention
to closed subspaces, and assume that the word "subspace"
means proper closed linear subspace. We say that a subspace M of E is
proximinal if to each x£E there exists at least one y£M such that ||x —y||
= d(x, M). Thus, Haar subspaces are proximinal. Using the w*-compactness
of the unit cell in E*, it is not difficult to see that every w*-closed subspace
of E* is proximinal.
Indeed, suppose that Af CP* is a w*-closed subspace and

that fEE*~M.

Letting Cn=f+[d(f, JlPf+n'^U* be the cell of radius

l/n+d(f,
M) centered at/, the nested sequence {CnP\M ] consists of w*compact non-empty sets, and hence there is a point g common to all of them.
Clearly g£M and ||/— g\\ =d(f, M). It should also be noted that a subspace
M of E* is w*-closed if and only if it is the annihilator
of a subspace of E

(namely, of Mi= {x£E:/(x)=0

for all/GAf}).

We will make considerable

use of the following, which is immediate from the definition: A proximinal
subspace M of E fails to have the Haar property if and only if there exist
points x£P
and yGAf'~{0|
such that ||x|| =||x —y|| and ||x|| ^||x —z|| for

each zGAf; or, such that ||x|] =||x+Xy||

for |X| sSl and d(x, M)=\\x\\. We

can (and occasionally will) assume that ||x|| = 1.
In what follows we will frequently abbreviate the phrase "M fails to have
property U" to "M is non-U."
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Theorem 1.1. A subspace M has property
hilator ML has the Haar property in E*.

[May
U in E if and only if its anni-

Proof. Note first that if fEE* then d(f, ML)=\f\\M. Indeed, if gEML
then \\f\\M= sup{\if-g)ix)\ : xESu} S\\f-g\\, so \\f\MSdif, M1). On the
other hand, by the Hahn-Banach

theorem

h=f on Mand \\h\\=\\f\\M.Then f-hEMx

we can choose hEE*

and \\f\\M= \\f-if-h)\\

Now, if M is non- U, there exist FES% and distinct

which extend P. Then <p^f-gEML

functionals

and ||/|| =l = ||/-(/-g)||

such that

£<*(/,ML).
/ and g in S*

^dif, ML)

~w\\M —[\F\\M— 1' so Mx does not have the Haar property. Conversely, if
ML is not a Haar subspace, then there exist hES* and fEML~{d>)
such that

di/h, ML) = 1 =||A—/||. Then h and h—f have the same restriction F to M, and

IM|jf = ||ft||jf = <*(A,Af^l,

so Mis non-U.

Since a w*-closed subspace M of £* is the annihilator of Mi, we can conclude that such an M has the Haar property if and only if Ml has property U.
A normed space E is strictly convex if x, yES and x^y imply ||\x + (l —X)y||
<1 for 0<X<1,
i.e. 5 contains no line segments. This is the same as saying
that each line through the origin has the Haar property; indeed, if 5 were to
contain a segment [x, y], then the line determined by [0, y —x] (a translation
of [x, y] to the origin) will fail to have the Haar property, while any line
through c6 which is non-Haar can be translated
so that its intersection
with
5 is a segment. Now, each line through <f>in E* is the annihilator
of some
closed hyperplane through <j>in E, and the annihilator of such a hyperplane
is a line through <f>in E*. Hence we can use Theorem 1.1 to see that E* is
strictly convex if and only if each closed hyperplane
through c/>in E has
property U. Also, if E* is strictly convex, then every w*-closed subspace of
E* has the Haar property,
and hence every subspace of E has property
U.
These facts yield the Taylor-Foguel
theorem of the introduction,
as well as
the following nonobvious result: Every subspace of E has property U if and
only if every closed hyperplane through <pin E has property U.
Can we interchange
property
U and the Haar property in Theorem 1.1?
Some light is shed on this question by the next two theorems.
Denote by Q the natural isometry of E into £** defined by (C?x)(/) =/(x)
for xEE, fEE*. We say that E is reflexive if QiE) =£**; this is equivalent
(see §4) to saying that every subspace in E (or in E*) is proximinal.
Theorem
1.2. If E is a reflexive Banach space, then a subspace M of E has
the Haar property if and only if ML has property U.

The proof follows from Theorem
iM1)x = QiM) in reflexive spaces.

1.1 (applied to £*), and the fact that

Theorem 1.3. If M is a proximinal subspace of E whose annihilator
has property U, then M is a Haar subspace.

Mx
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Proof. If M fails to have the Haar property

there exist points x£S
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and

yGM~d> such that ||x— y\\ = 1 =d(x, M). By the Hahn-Banach theorem there
exists f€iMxr\S*
such that/(x)
= l, so ||(3x||m-l= 1. Thus, the (common)
restriction of Qx and Q(x—y) to Mx has norm one, which shows that Mx is

non- U.
As we will see at the end of §3, the fact that ML has property U does not
imply that M is proximinal, hence we cannot omit that hypothesis from the
above theorem. Of more importance is the fact (§3) that there exists a space
E containing Haar subspaces M tor which ML is non- U, so the converse to
the above theorem is false.
If A CP, the span of A is the (linear) set of all finite linear combinations
of elements of A. The dimension (dim C) of a convex set C is the dimension
of the span of C—x, for any x£C. The deficiency (del M) of a subspace Af is
the dimension
of the factor space E/M.
If x £ P ~ {d>), let ^4(x)

= {/£S*:/(x)=||x||}. ItfEE*~{<b}, let B(f) = {xeS:f(x)=\\f\\}. By the
Hahn-Banach
theorem, ^4(x) is always nonempty,
although B(f) is nonempty if and only if the hyperplane/_1(0)
is proximinal. Note that A(x) is
a w*-closed, convex subset of S*, and B(f) is a closed convex subset of S.

Theorem 1.4. If M is a subspace of finite deficiency n, and if there exists an
/£S* such that f(M) =0 and dim B(f) Si«, then M is not a Haar subspace.
Proof. Pick x£5(/);
since the span of B(f) —x contains an w-dimensional
subspace L, the finite dimensional set (B(f)—x)C\L
has non-empty interior
relative to L, and we may assume that <j>is one of its interior points. This
implies that every element in L is a positive multiple of some element in
B(f) —x. Now, since dim L = def M, if L were to miss M~\d>] we could conclude that E = L + M. But/ vanishes on L since it vanishes on B(f)—x; by
hypothesis it vanishes on M, and hence it must vanish on E, a contradiction.
Thus, there must exist an element y^d* in L(~\M. By taking a sufficiently
small positive multiple of —y, we can assume that —yd(B(f)
—x)(~\M.
Now every element of B(f) has norm one, so we have ||x—y|| = 1 =||x||;
furthermore,
if z€zM then ||x —z\\ }zf(x —z) = 1. This shows that M does not
have the Haar property.
The dual theorem to this is the following.

Theorem

1.5. If M is a subspace of finite dimension n, and if there exists an

x<mSr\M such that dim A (x) ^n, then M is non- U.

Proof. The functional X = Qx is in 5**n(Af1)-L, and we haveA(x)=B(X).
The deficiency of ML is n, hence the previous theorem, applied to Afx, shows
that the latter is not a Haar subspace. By Theorem 1, then, M is non- U.

Suppose xE.M~{d>]

and that F£Af*, ||F||jtf = 1, is such that P(x)=||x||.

Then every norm-preserving

extension

of F is in A (x) and if dim A (x) = 0
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(i.e. A (x) consists of a single point) then P clearly has only one such extension. This gives an obvious sufficient condition for a finite dimensional subspace to have property U (since for every functional P on such a subspace
there exists an xEM~{<p}
such that P(x) =||p|| -||x|l) i.e. if dim Aix) =0 for
every iGM~jif},
then M has property U. If Af is one dimensional,
this is
also a necessary condition. A point x^<p such that the line Rx (all real multiples of x) has property U is called a smooth point of E; if every point has
this property, E itself is called smooth. Thus, the notion of subspaces with
property
U is a generalization
of the notion of smooth point. By Theorem
1.1, and the fact that the 7e>*-closed hyperplanes of E* are precisely the sub-

spaces of the form (Px)1, x£P~{c&},
we can conclude that E is smooth if
and only if each weak*-closed hyperplane in E* has the Haar property.
It is not difficult to see that the sufficient condition of Theorem 1.5 is
not a necessary one for a finite dimensional subspace to be non-Z7. This follows, essentially, from the obvious fact that two subspaces may intersect
even if the dimension of one is less than the deficiency of the other. It is
somewhat surprising, then, that the above condition is a necessary one in
case M is a finite dimensional subspace of h or of c0 (see §^2 and 3).
Suppose that C and D are subsets of E, with CED. We say that C is an
extremal subset of D if (i) C is convex and (ii) whenever x and y are in the
convex hull of D and the open segment ]x, y[ meets C, then the closed segment [x, y] is contained in C. If C is an extremal subset of D, then any extremal subset of C is also an extremal subset of D. Note that if x^c6, [f^c&]
then .4(x) [P(/)] is an extremal subset of S* [S]. An extreme point of a set D
is an extremal subset of D consisting of precisely one point. The set of all
extreme points of D is denoted by ext D. The following lemma, which gives
a connection between the dimension of ^4(x) and the number of its extreme
points, will enable us to make use of known descriptions
spaces when applying Theorem 1.5 to such spaces.

of ext S* tor special

Lemma 1.6. If X7*<pthen dim^4(x)^»
if and only if Aix)
in + l)-membered linearly independent subset of ext S*.

contains an

Proof. The sufficiency portion is obvious. Suppose that dim .4 (x) ^77. It
will suffice to find 77+ 1 points of ext Aix) which form a linearly independent
set, since A (x) is extremal in S*. Now A (x) is a w*-closed convex subset of
the w*-compact set S*, hence by the Krein-Milman theorem [3] it has at
least one extreme point. Using an induction, suppose that {/.}f=iCext Aix)
is a linearly independent
set and that lSk<n
+ l. Then the dimension of

the span L of {/,•—/i}f_2 is k —KnSdim

Aix). Hence [Aix)—fi]~L

is

nonempty and we can find yEE such that Qy^O on Aix) —/1 but Qy = 0 on
L. Since Aix) —/1 is w*-compact and convex, Qy attains its supremum on this
set in a nonempty,
«/*-compact extremal subset. Again, by the KreinMilman theorem, this set has an extreme point/which
is an extreme point of
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A(x)—fi and is not in L. Setting fk+i =/+/i
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we have {fi]\l\Cex.tA(x).

We

can show that this set is linearly independent
by using the fact that f(x) = 0
and that/£L,
which completes the proof.
In the sequel we will make frequent use of the following elementary fact.

Lemma 1.7. If M is a subspace of E with 0 <dim M< «>,and if N is a subspace of P* such that dim A^dim M, then ATNAf^c/) implies MfW±^<p.
The proof follows by picking suitable bases for M and N and observing
that if a determinant
is zero, then its transpose is zero.
Some of the ideas used in the following theorem have been used previously
by other authors (e.g., Ptak [9J in his proof of Haar's theorem for C(T),
T compact Hausdorff); in particular,
this theorem is closely related to one
by Ivan Singer [12] which gives a necessary and sufficient condition that a
finite dimensional subspace of a normed space has the Haar property. (Our
condition is not necessary in general—see end of §2.) The justification for its
inclusion here is that its form is such as to yield quite readily the "hard"
part of the proof of our extension of Haar's theorem, and the fact that the
portion of the proof which overlaps with Singer's proof is considerably shorter

than the latter.
Theorem
1.8. Suppose that M is an n-dimensional subspace which fails
to have the Haar property. Then there exists xCAf^fc/)}
and a linearly independent set {/<}?=! of extreme points of S* such that fi(x) =0, i = l, 2, • • • , n.
Proof.

Since M is finite dimensional

it is proximinal,

and hence there

exists y£Af~{<p} and zGS such that d(z, M)=l = \\z+\y\\ for |X| sSl. Let
L = M®Rz; then there exists F£St such that P(z) = l and F(M)=0. Now
S* is the convex

hull of its extreme

points,

and

hence

we can write

F

= Zf-i >-iF» where X,->0, 2>< = 1 and {F<},*_!Cext 5*. If |x| gl we
have l = F(z)=F(z+\y)=
£X<P<(z+X:y)^ ZXi||z+Xy|| =||z+Xy|| =1, hence
Fj(z+Xy) =||z+Xy||

=1, for each i. But taking X = 0 shows that

Fi(z) = l

hence P,-(y)=0, for each i. Thus, each PC(Py)1.
Since the latter is an ndimensional subspace of L* we can pick a maximal linearly independent
subset of the Fis, say { Fi}™„1,where m^n. Now the unit cell of L* is an (w + 1)dimensional compact, convex set, so if m<n we can, by the same argument
as was used in the proof of Lemma 1.6, find additional
extreme points
Fm+i, ■ ■ • , Fn of St such that {Fi]"-1 is a linearly independent
set. Thus, F
is an element (which vanishes on M) of the «-dimensional
space spanned by

the Fi. By Lemma 1.7 there exists xGM~{<p}

such that P,(x)=0,

i=l,

2,

• • ■ , n. Now, for each i, the set G\-of all norm-preserving
extensions of Fi to
E is a w*-closed convex subset of S*, and hence has an extreme point /,-. It
follows from the fact that P,-£ext S*, that C, is an extremal subset of S*,
hence/iGext
S*. The set {fi]?-i is also linearly independent and vanishes on
x, which completes the proof.
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The existence of a dual to this theorem
the set SEE may have no extreme points.

[May

seems unlikely,

since (in general)

2. Spaces of integrable functions. A measure space (P, 2, u) is a set P, a
cr-field 2 of subsets of P and a non-negative
countably additive real valued
measure u defined on 2. We usually refer to the elements of 2 as the measurable subsets of P. We will assume that P is a countable union of pairwise
disjoint members of 2 of finite measure, i.e. P is cr-finite. The space Pi(P, 2, u)
(briefly, Li) is the Banach space of all real valued measurable functions x on
P such that ||x|[ =/r|x|<i/j<
=», where (as usual) we identify any functions
which are equal a.e. The conjugate space L* of Li can be identified [3] with
the space LX(T, 2, u) of essentially bounded functions on P, with norm
||y|| =essup((=7' I y(01 - The linear functional / on Lx corresponding
to yELK

is defined by/(x) =frxydu, for all x£Li.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that M is an n-dimensional subspace of Li(T, 2, u)
and that for some iGM~j(^},
the set of zeros of x contains n pairwise disjoint
sets of positive measure. Then M is non- U.
Proof. Assume that ||x|| =1 and that x = 0 on a set A which contains the
pairwise disjoint sets Ai, • • • , An, u(A/)>0.
The 77 characteristic
functions
yi of Ai are in L9 and form a linearly independent
set. Hence, setting
y = sgn x on T~A, y = 0oni,we
have jTx(yi+y)du=
Jr\x\du = l =||y»+y||
for each i. Thus, the functionals corresponding
to yi+y are in A (x) for each i,

which shows that dim ^4(x) Si77. By Theorem

1.5, then, M is non-U.

Theorem 2.2. Suppose that Mis a finite dimensional subspace of LiiT, 2, u).
Then M has property U if the set of zeros of each x E M~ {<p} is of measure zero.
If (P, 2, u) contains no atoms, then this condition is also necessary.

Proof. If M is non-U there exist yi and y2 in L„ such that yi9^y2, ||yi|| =1
= ||y2||, but the functionals on Lx corresponding
to yi and y2 have a common
restriction
F to M, with ||p||m = L Since M is finite dimensional there exists

an xEM, \\x\\ =1, such that P(x) = l. Hence JTxyida = Jrxy2du = l= fT\x\du,
and it is not difficult to see that y1=y2 = sgnx a.e. where x^O. Since yi9^y2,
they differ on a set of positive measure and hence x vanishes on a set of positive measure. To prove the converse, suppose that (P, 2, a) contains no
atoms and that there exists an x£ikf~
(c/>}which vanishes on a set A of positive measure. Since A is not an atom there exists AiEA such that 0<u(A/)

<u(A). Hence u(A~Ai)>0

and we can find A2EA~Ai

such that 0<u(A2)

<u(A~Af).
Continuing,
by induction, we can obtain 77 pairwise disjoint
subsets of A of positive measure, where re = dim M. By the above lemma,

M must be non- U.
An Li space whose underlying measure space is far from nonatomic is k,
the space of absolutely summable sequences. Here, P is the set of positive
integers, 2 the set of all subsets of P, and ju the "counting" measure, whose
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value at a subset A is the number of elements in A. In this case, the conjugate space £-«, is the space m of bounded sequences y= [y(] with the correspondence given by 53*»y»>f°r all xGA-

Theorem 2.3. Suppose that M is an n-dimensional
following three properties of M are equivalent:

subspace of k. Then the

(i) M has property U.

(ii) For each xGAf~{(p},
(iii) Each xGAf<~{cp}

dim A(x) <n.

has at most n—1 zeros.

Proof. The fact that (i) implies (ii) follows directly from Theorem 1.5.
To see that (ii) implies (iii), let xGAf~{cp}
and define Z(x) to be the set of
positive integers i such that x, = 0. We will show that card Z(x) sSdim A(x).
Indeed, it is fairly easy to see that yG-4(x) (which we assume to be a subset
of m) if and only if y; = sgn xt- for i£Z(x),
while |y<| sSl for ^GZ(x). Hence,
letting 8* be the sequence which is 1 at i and zero elsewhere, and defining
z(E.m to be the sequence equal to sgn x, for t£Z(x)
and equal to zero for
iGZ(x),
we have that each element of A(x) is of the form z+ "J^iezix) X.-8*,
where | X,-| SS1 for each iGZ(x). Since the elements 5*, i^Z(x),
form a linearly
independent
subset of ^4(x)—z, the dimension
of the latter
(and hence
dim A(x)) is at least card Z(x), which was to be shown. To prove that (iii)
implies (i), suppose that Mis non-U, so that there exists an FGM*, \\f\\m = 1,
such that F admits two different extensions to h of norm one. Denote the
corresponding
members of m by yl and y2. Since M is finite dimensional
there exists an x G M, \\x\ \ = 1, such that F(x) = 1; hence y1 and y2 are in A (x).
Now if card Z(x) ^n, our proof is complete. If card Z(x) =k<n,
we can find
x' G M~ {<p] such that card Z(x') =n, as follows. Use the above description
of the elements of A(x) to see that, ily = yl —y2, then 3^ = 0 for i£Z(x). Hence
y= 2»ez(x) oti8, with not all the a, equal to zero. Pick n —k distinct positive
integers ii, i2, • • • , in-k which are not in Z(x); then by taking «,-,•= 0 we have
•y= y^«-(=zfii a.5*+

/"Zj

aijO'',

i.e.

y is a nontrivial

linear

combination

of

n 5*'s, which span a subspace N of dimension n. Since y1 and y2 are extensions
of F, y = 0 on M, so by Lemma 1.7 there exists x'G-M"<~ {c/>}which vanishes
on N and hence on the n 5*'s. But this means that x/ =0 for n integers i,
which completes the proof.
The characterization
of Haar subspaces of an Li space is much more
difficult. Indeed, we will prove below that if (P, S, u) contains no atoms then
Li(T,~L,p) contains no finite dimensional Haar subspaces. By using the same
arguments as in Theorem 3.4 and the fact that if (T, S, p) contains no atoms
then SCf_Li(T, 2, p) contains no extreme points, we can conclude that if
(T, 2, p) contains no atoms, then Li(T, S, p) contains no Haar subspace of finite
deficiency. One might be tempted to conclude that Li contains no Haar subspaces—this is not true, however. Indeed, if AGS, u(T~A)>0<p.(A)
and
M= [x: x = 0 on A ], then M is a Haar subspace of Li(T, S, a). For if yGPi.
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let x = y on P<~yl, =0 on A. Then xEM

= fA\y\d)x<fA\y\du+fT~A\x

and if zEM,

[May
zt^x, we have \\y —x||

—z\du = \[y—z\\, which shows that x is the

unique point in M such that \\y —x|| =d(y,

Af).

Lemma 2.4. Suppose that M is a finite dimensional subspace of Li(T, 2, u)
and that there exists an extreme point f of S* which annihilates M. Then M is
not a Haar subspace.
Proof. Since/ is extreme and f(M) = 0 there exists y in L„ such that | y \ = 1
a.e. and fTyxdu = 0 for each x in M. Let Xi, • • • , x„ be a basis for M and let
z = y^?=i |x,|. Then ^Xi^tp
and for any scalars Oi, • • • , o„ we have

\\z- J^aiXi\\=f\y2
\T,\xi\-yJ^aiXi\du^:J('^\xi\-y IX^mHMI- Furthermore,

wherever

2I*«I

— ^x,-^0

we have sgn(y^|x,|

— X)x«)=sgn

y

= y, so \\z—X)xf||—fy(y22| xi\ ~ Xa^mHMI- Thus, M is not a Haar
subspace.
By Theorem 1.8, the converse to this is true for one-dimensional
M; the
span of (0, 0, 1, 0, • • • ) and (1, —1, 0, 0, • • • ) in k shows that the converse
may fail for two-dimensional
M.
The following theorem has been proved in [l] for the case Pi[0, l].

Theorem 2.5. // (P, 2, u) contains no atoms, then Pi(P, 2, u) contains no
finite dimensional Haar subspacesi1).
Proof. Let Af be a finite dimensional subspace with basis xi, ■ • • , x„.
We will exhibit an extreme point of S* which annihilates
Af. Indeed, write
Xt = xf —XT, where xi*",xj are 2^0 a.e., and define, for each B in 2, mfiB)
= JBxtda (and similarly for m~). The mf, mj are finite nonatomic measures
on (P, 2). By a theorem of Liapounoff,
the subset of 277-space consisting of

all 277-tuples of the form (t77i+(S), mriB), ■ ■ ■ , mfiB), m'iB)) (P> in 2) is
convex. Hence we can choose B in 2 so that mfiB)=mtiT)/2,
mriB)
= 77?~(P)/2. Defining y = l on B, —Ion T~B, we have fyxidu = 0 for each i,
so that the extreme point of S* determined by y has the desired property.
3. Spaces of continuous functions. In this section we will consider spaces
E which are subspaces (not necessarily proper) of CiT), the space of all real
valued continuous
functions on the compact Hausdorff space P, with the
sup norm. We identify the conjugate space of C(P) with the space rca (P)
[3] of all regular countably additive real valued set functions u defined on the
cr-field of all Borel subsets of P. Each such u admits a decomposition n = u+
—u~, where u+ and pr are non-negative
members of rca (P). The norm of
jtt is given by its total variation (so ||m|| =u+(T)+u~(T))
and the correspondence between fEC(T)*
and u is given by f(x)=frxdu,
tor all xEC(T).
(') This theorem
could be strengthened

and its proof are due to the referee, who also showed that Lemma 2.4
to its present form. The theorem of Liapounoff used in the proof appears

in Izv. Akad. Nauk. SSSR. vol. 4 (1940) pp. 465-478, MR 2. See also P. R. Halmos, The range
of a vector measure, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 54 (1948) pp. 416-421.
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Note that under pointwise multiplication
(x-y(t) =x(t) -y(t) tor all (£1),
C(P) is an algebra. In any algebra B an ideal I is a linear subspace having the
property that xGf and yG-B implies xyGP It is shown in [7] that 7 is a
closed ideal in C(T) if and only if 1 = 1 a, the set of all continuous functions
vanishing on the closed subset A of T. The following lemma, which is of independent interest, will be of use in later theorems.

Lemma 3.1. If A is a closed subset of the compact Hausdorff space T, then
the ideal I a. has property U with respect to C(T).
Proof. Suppose FQ.S*A and let/be an extension of F to C(T) of norm one.
Then there exists a unique pGrca (T) corresponding to/, with p+(T") +u~(T)

= 1. We show first that p = 0 on the Borel subsets of A; indeed, if p.(B)9£0
for some such subset B, then one of n+(B), p~(B) is positive,

Then p+(^4)>0 and if xGPi we have
^||x||-M+(r-^)g||x||[M+(r)-p+(^)+p-(r)]

say the former.

F(x)=f(x)=fT~Axdri^fT~Axdri+
= ||x||[l-M+(^)].
But this im-

plies that ||F||ja<1,
a contradiction.
Suppose, now, that there exists another
extension g of F and an xGC(T) such that (/—g)(x) =e>0. As above, the
measure v corresponding to g vanishes on Borel subsets of A. Hence we can
find an open neighborhood
U of the compact set A such that |p| (11'*-'A)
<(e/4)|[x||
and \t>\ (U~A) <(€/4)||x||.
(The measure Ipl 11is 11p++p_.)
Choos11 ll
11 11
ing yGC(T) such that y = x on T~U, y = 0 on A and ||y||sS||x|| we have

\f(y-x)\=\fo~A(y-x)dn\£2\\4-\v\(U~A)<e/2.

Similarly, \g(y-x)\

<e/2. Since yGPi we have/(y) =g(y) and hence | (/— g)(x)|
tion which completes the proof.
If T is a compact Hausdorff space, and if the functional
is an extreme point of 5* then there exists a point <G T such
for all xGC'(J'), where e=l or —1 [3]. Conversely, for each
tionals corresponding in this way to t are in ext S*. We now

<e, a contradic/£ S* CfC(T)*
that/(x) = ex(t)
/£J", the funcapply Theorem

1.5 and Lemma 1.6 to the case E = C(T).
Theorem
3.2. Suppose that M is an n-dimensional subspace of C(T), T
compact Hausdorff. Then if M has property U, each xGAf~{cp}
has the property that I x(t) | = ||x|| for at most n points <£T. This latter condition is equivalent
to saying that dim ^4(x) <n. If M is one-dimensional, this characterizes prop-

erty U.

Proof. If M has property

U then for each xGM~{<b],

dim A(x) <n, by

Theorem 1.5. By Lemma 1.6, dim A(x)~^n if and only if .4(x) contains an
(w + l)-membered
linearly independent
subset of ext 5*. Using the characterization of ext S* mentioned above, we can see that this is equivalent to
the existence of w + 1 distinct points of T at which [ x| attains its supremum.
This, together with the remarks after Theorem 1.5 about one-dimensional

subspaces, completes the proof.
If T is a locally compact Hausdorff

space let Co(T) be the space of con-
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tinuous functions on T which vanish at infinity, i.e. those continuous
x
having the property that for each e>0, the set {t: \x(t)\ ^e} is compact.
Provided with the sup norm, Co(P) is a Banach space. If we compactify
T
by adding a point <» at infinity, we obtain the compact Hausdorff space
V = TKJ { co }. By an obvious imbedding, C0(T) can be considered as the subspace /(„) of C(T'). This remark justifies our consideration,
whenever possible, of the spaces I a- (By taking A to be the empty set, we have I a = C(T).)
If we take a countable set P and topologize it by means of the discrete topology, Co(T) is isometric to Co, the space of all sequences which converge to
zero.
Theorem
3.3. If M is an n-dimensional subspace of c0, then M has property
U if and only if for each xE Af~lc/>} there exists at most n integers i such that

1*4-Ml-

Proof. We consider c* to be the space h; it is easily verified that the extreme points of S* are the sequences S* (i=l,
2, • • • ) which are 1 at i, 0
elsewhere. If ||x|| = |xi| then sgn Xj5'£.4(x),
so if |x| attains its supremum
at ?7+ l points ii, • ■ ■ , in+i, then ^4(x) contains the (« + l)-membered
linearly

independent

set sgn x^S'*, k = l, 2, • • • , 77+ 1. By Lemma 1.6, dim ^4(x)^77

and by Theorem 1.5, Af is non-U.
For any x£Af let J(x) be the set of all positive integers i such that
|x,-| =||x||. From the above, we have conv {sgn x,-5': iEJ(x)}
C^4(x). On
the other hand, if the element yEh is in A (x) we have ||y|| = 22|y<| =1. where
y=^f]yi5i.
If yjT^O for some j^^W
then (since |xy| <1) we would have
1 = \tZxiyt= Slx»'l \yi\ < S|y«'l = *> a contradiction.
An equally simple
argument
shows that if jEJ(x)
and yys^O, then sgn yy = sgn xy. Hence

y=22<e./<z) lyilsgny^S' = £*er<x) |y,-|sgnxj5< E conv|sgn

Xib1: iEJ(x)},

and hence the latter equals A(x). Suppose now that M is non-f7, i.e. there
exists FES% having two different extensions z1 and z2 to c0, ][^1|j =l=||z2||.
(As above, z1 and z2 are considered to be elements of k.) Since Af is finite
dimensional there exists xEM, ||x|| =1, such that P(x) = l. Hence z1 and s2

are in Aix). Let &= card J(x); if kSn we will find yEM,

\\y\\ —1, such that

F(y) = 1 and card J(y) > k. By an obvious induction we can obtain an element
uEM~\d>)
such that card J(u) >n, which will complete the proof. Since
z1 and z2 are in Aix), the element z = z1—z2 is a nontrivial linear combination
of the elements 5*, iEJ(x),
and zEMx. Since kSn, the subspace spanned
by the 5' is of dimension at most 77,so, by Lemma 1.7, there exists an element

vE Af~{c/>} vanishing on the 5\ i.e., 7;i= 0 for iEJ(x).

Multiplying by ||tf||-1,

we can assume that ||u|| =1. Since v is a sequence converging to zero, there
exists JEJix)
such that \\v\\ = \vj\ . Let 7j'= sgn Vj-v and let wEco be defined

by Wi= Xiil iEJix),Wi

= 0 otherwise. If 0<a<l—

sup {|x,- :iEJix))

then

||x —w+cn;'|| S1. On the other hand, if a is sufficiently large, |x —w+cwi'|| > 1.
Hence for some /3>0 we have ||x —w+/8t/|| = 1. Letting y = x+fiv' we have
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l. Fur-

thermore, J(y)f)J(x),
and since ||y|| =1 we have |yj| =1 for some i^J(x).
Hence card J(y)>k = card J(x), which was to be shown.
Unfortunately,
the theorem analogous to the above is not true for every
space of continuous functions. Indeed, if c is the Banach space of convergent
sequences (in the sup norm) we can obtain a two dimensional counter example as follows: Let xi = l, x„ = l— n~2 for «>1 and let yi = 0, yH= ( —l)"n~1 for
n> 1. It is not difficult to see that the subspace M spanned by x and y satisfies the condition of the theorem, although the linear functional F which is 1
at x and 0 at y has more than one norm preserving extension. Indeed, F(x)
= 1=||P||,
since x„—>1 implies ||ax+|3y|| ^ \a\ = | F(ax+/3y)|
for all a, p\
Hence any sequence {zijjlo m lu considered as a functional on c by the correspondence (z, u) = ^j" i ZiUi+Zo lim Ui, will be an extension of F of norm
one if we take z0 and ZiJgO, z0+Zi = l and z, = 0 for i>l.
We now consider Haar subspaces of C(T). The results for finite dimensional subspaces are quite complete, but there seems to be no simple characterization of those of finite deficiency. We do have a characterization,
however, for an interesting special case, which includes C([0, l]). A functional/
in C(T)* is non-negative if for each x(E:C(T) such that x^O (i.e., x(f) ^0 for

all tGT) we have/(x) ^0.
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that T is a compact connected Hausdorff space and
that M is a proper subspace of finite deficiency in C(T). Then M is a Haar
subspace if and only if M=f~1(0) (that is, M is a subspace of deficiency 1)
for some non-negative, nontrivial functional in C(T)*.
Proof.
xG-Ssuch
theorem,
dim B(f)
the

If M has the Haar property it is proximinal and there exists an
that ||x|| =1 SS||x —y|| for each y^M. Hence, by the Hahn-Banach
there exists/GS*
such that/(x) = 1 and f(M) =0. By Theorem 1.4,
<« = def M, hence B(f) is a compact extremal subset of 5 and (by

Krein-Milman

theorem)

has extreme

points

which

are necessarily

ex-

treme points of S. But, since P is connected, the only extreme points of .S are
the functions +z, where z is identically 1 on T. Not both of these are in
B(f); assuming z is, we have B(f) = [x] = {z}. Yet pGrca (T) correspond to
/; then 1 =/(z) =/rcip=p(r)
=||p|| and hence u is non-negative;
therefore/
is non-negative.
Now if there were a point yG/-1(0)~Af
we could assume
(since M is proximinal) that ||y|| =lsS||y —u\\ tor each wGAf and hence, as
before, there would exist gGS*P\Afx
such that g(y) = l. Still reasoning as
above, we would have y= +z, a contradiction
(f(z)^0=f(y)).
To prove the converse, suppose M = \y:f(y) =0], for some non-negative,
nontrivial functional/
in C(T)*. Then we have (by considering the measure
corresponding to/) /( —z) or/(z) =||/||; say the latter. For any y£.M, ||/||

■||y —z\\ ^f(y —z) =f(z) =||/||,

so ||z|| =lsS||y

—z||. If M were not a Haar sub-

space we could find yG-M~{<p} such that ||z±y|| =1. Picking fGPsuch

that
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y(0>0(or
-y(<)>0)
we would have l<\z(t)+y(t)\
=?||z+y|| (or l<||z-y||),
a contradiction.
Using an argument as at the start of the above proof, together with the
fact that the unit sphere in c0 has no extreme points, we can see that the
space Cocontains no Haar subspaces of finite deficiency.
The next lemma gives an extension of Haar's theorem [5] to finite dimensional subspaces of a closed ideal I a in CiT). Part of the necessity portion of
the proof is a modification of Ptak's proof [9] for the case Ia = C(T), while
the sufficiency portion follows easily from Theorem 1.8.

Lemma 3.5. Suppose that A is a closed subset of the compact Hausdorff space
T, and that M is an n-dimensional
subspace of the closed ideal I a- Then M
has the Haar property in I a if and only if each x E M~ {c6} has at most n—l

zeros in T~A.
Proof. If Af fails to have the Haar property then by Theorem 1.8 there
exists a linearly independent
subset {P,}?=1 of extreme points of the unit

sphere of T\ and an xGAf'—'{</>}such that P,(x)=0,

7 = 1, 2, ■ ■ • , n. By

Lemma 3.1, each P< has a unique extension/,- to C(T) of norm one, and it is
easily checked that each/,- is an extreme point of the unit sphere of C(T)*.
Furthermore,
the set \fi}"^i is linearly independent.
Hence, by the characterization
of such extreme points mentioned previously, there exist distinct
points h, • • • , tn in P such that x(t/) =0, *=1, 2, • • • , n. If any /,- were in A,
we would have/< | jA = Pj vanishing on I a, a contradiction
completing this

portion of the proof. To prove the converse, suppose there exist 77 distinct
points ti, • • • , tn in P~^4 and an x£Af~{c/>}
such that ||x||=l
and x(t/)

= 0, i = 1, ■ ■ ■ , 77.Letting/^
yEC(T),

E C(T)* be defined by/,-(y) = y(t/) for each

the span L of the/,-, i=l,

• • ■ , 77is a subspace of C(T)* of dimen-

sion at most 77which is contained in (Rx)L. By Lemma 1.7, then, there exists
a nonzero linear combination/=
2Z?=iXi/,- of the/.'s
which vanishes on Af;
we may assume that 22|X,-| =1. Choose yElA such that ||y|| =1 and y(t/)

= sgn X<if X,-^0, 7 = 1, • • • , ?7. Let z = y(l— x|); then zEIa,
X,-^0,

Iz 111+|x|

||z|| = l and

we have

= |y| • 11—|x|
|+|x|II
III

]|z-x||

^1.

^sup

j \z(t)\ +|x(/)|

NowMil /(z)=/(y)II

z(f,-)=sgnX,- if

: tET}

gl

since

= l,II hence l=f(z —w)

S \z —w\\ for each wEM and therefore ||z|| =l = ||z —x||. Thus,
have the Haar property in IA, which completes the proof.

Af does not

Theorem 3.6. If T is a [locally] compact Hausdorff space and M is an
n-dimensional subspace of C(T) [of Co(P)] then M has the Haar property if
and only if each x£Af<~{</>} has at most n—l zeros.
The proofs follow immediately

from the above lemma

and the remarks

preceding Theorem 3.3.
We consider again the space L„(T, 2, u) defined in §2, without the assumption that P is cr-finite. If the set P is finite, this is simply the finite dimensional space C(T) and Theorem 3.6 applies. In general, there exists a
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compact Hausdorff space Pi which is extremally disconnected
(that is, the
closure of any open subset of Pi is open) such that Lx is isometric with
C(Ti) [3]. (Under pointwise
multiplication,
Lx is an algebra, and this
isometry preserves multiplication.)
Thus, if Lx contains a finite dimensional
Haar subspace of dimension >1, then so does C(Tf). But by a theorem of
Sieklucki [13] (see §4), 7\ is then homeomorphic
to a compact subset of

the circle K= {(x, y):x2+y2 = l} in the Euclidean plane. It is not difficult
to see that no infinite compact subset of K can be extremally disconnected,
hence we conclude that if the space LX(T, 2, pi) is infinite dimensional (so
that Ti is infinite), then it contains no finite dimensional Haar subspace of

dimension >1. By duality, this implies that if the space Li(T, 2, u) (with T
a-finite) is infinite dimensional then it contains no subspace of finite deficiency
greater than 1 which has property U. These remarks apply, of course, to the
special spaces m and k, respectively. What about one dimensional Haar subspaces of L„o? From Theorem 3.6 these are precisely the ones generated by
those X9^4>whose images (under the isometry with C(Tf) mentioned above)
have no zeros in P. This is equivalent
to saying that no extreme point of
S*QL*, vanishes at x. By [3, p. 443], the extreme points of S* are precisely
the multiplicative
linear functionals on Lx or their negatives i.e., those nonzero functionals of the form +/, where/(yz) =f(y) -f(z) for all y, z(E.Lx. Now
such an / takes on the value 1 at the element 1 (the function which equals 1
a.e.) and hence, if ess inf(er \x(t)\ >0, we know that x_1 = l/x is essentially
bounded (and therefore in L«,) and hence 1 =f(x ■x_1) =/(x)/(x_1),
so that
f(x) ?^0, i.e., if ess inf | x| >0, then no extreme point of S* vanishes at x. The
converse follows from the lemma below, so we have M = Rx (xs^cp) is a onedimensional Haar subspace of LX(T, 2, u) if and only if ess inf |x| >0. If T
is cr-finite, the duality Theorem 1.1 gives a characterization
of U subspaces

of deficiency 1 in Li(T, 2, a).
Lemma

3.7. If x€HLa(T,

2, p.) and ess inf [x| =0,

then some multiplicative

linear functional vanishes at x. If (T, 2, p) contains no atoms, then for each
integer m>0 there exists an m-membered linearly independent set of such functionals vanishing at x(2).
Proof. The proof of the first assertion is obtained from the following proof
by taking m = l (and letting Tm=T). Assume, then, that (T, 2, u) contains
no atoms. We show first that there exist w-pairwise disjoint sets Tj,j = l, 2,
• • •, w, of positive measure such that ess inf(Sr,- |x(i)| =0 for each/. Indeed,
if x = 0 on a set of positive measure we can use the same argument as in the

proof of Theorem 2.2 to obtain the Py. If |x| >0 a.e. let
T* = [t: (n + l)-1 < | x(t) | ^ n-1}.
0 We wish to thank Professor Meyer Jerison for pointing out this lemma and suggesting
its proof. He also points out that it is known that at least 22"0 such functionals exist.
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These sets are measurable, pairwise disjoint, and we can find an infinite subsequence, call it {Pn}^Li, consisting of sets of positive measure. Letting Pk
be the &th prime number, define Py = Un°=i Pp» (so that Py is the union of the
members of a subsequence of { Tn} which has no terms in common with the
subsequence associated with Tk for k^j).
Now define xy to be equal to x on Py, = 1 elsewhere. Let y, = l on Py, =x
elsewhere; then x = xyyy, so for each j, x is a member of any ideal which contains Xy. Since ess inf | xy| =0, xy1 is not essentially bounded, hence is not in
Poo and therefore the ideal jyxy: yELx}
is a proper closed ideal (it does not
contain 1) which (by the usual maximality
arguments)
is contained
in a
maximal ideal I,-. As shown in [7], Ij=fT1(Q) f°r some multiplicative
linear
functional/y. The set {/yjyli is linearly independent,
for ilfi = ]QfL2 aifj, say,
we could use the fact that the ideals 7y are distinct and maximal to choose

ZjEIj^Ii
for j = 2, 3, • • ■ , m. Letting y = z2z%■ • • zm, we have/i(y)^0
fj(y) =0 lor j = 2, 3, ■ ■ • , m, which completes the proof.

but

We can now conclude that if (T, 2, u) contains no atoms, then LX(T, 2, u)
contains no finite dimensional subspace having property U. Indeed, if Af is a
subspace of Lx, 77?= dim Af < °°, pick any x of norm one in Af. Either ess sup x
= 1 or ess sup (— x) = 1; supposing the former is true, say, set y = 1 —x. Then
ess inf |y| =0 and by the lemma there exists a linearly independent
set of
multiplicative
linear functionals
{/yjyLi which vanish at y. But 0=/y(y)

= 1—/y(x) implies that fjEA(x),
j=l,
2, • • ■ , 777. Hence dim A(x) 2:777
= dim Af, so Af is non-£7 by Theorem 1.5.
There exist infinite dimensional subspaces of Lx having property
U. Indeed, since the isometry of Lx with C(Pi) preserves
multiplication,
any
closed ideal in L„ can be considered as a closed ideal I of C(Tf). As mentioned
previously, 1 = 1 a for some closed subset A of Pi, so it follows from Lemma 3.1
that I has property
U. In particular,
if B is a measurable subset of P, then
IbELx is a closed ideal and hence has property U.
We can now produce some examples related to Theorem 1.3.
Example.
If M is a finite dimensional subspace of the Banach space c0,

then M1 is non- U.
Note,

M=MLL.

first,

that

by considering

If dim Af>l

Af as a subspace

of m = c**, we have

then dim M±L>1 and it follows from the remarks

preceding Lemma 3.7 that Af11 cannot be a Haar
then Af=Px = AfJ-L for x^<f> in Co. Now lim |x,-| =0,
an element of 777,surely ess inf |x| =0 and therefore
subspace. In either case, then, MLL does not have

subspace. If dim M=l
so if x is considered as
Px = M1A- is not a Haar
the Haar property and

therefore (by Theorem 1.1) Af1 is non-t7.
Using Theorem
Haar subspaces Af;
Example.
There
Afx has property U,

3.6, it
by the
exists
but M

is easy to see that Co contains finite dimensional
above, Af1 is non- U.
a Banach space E and a subspace MEE such that
is not proximinal.
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Let E = c0, so that P* = /i. It is not difficult to verify that if yG/i~{<p},
then (Ry)x= {xG^o: S*\y; = 0} is proximinal if and only if y (as a functional
on Co) attains its supremum on Sffco, and hence if and only if y,- = 0 for all

but finitely many i. Thus, if we pick y such that y.^0

for all i, then (by

Theorem 2.3) Ry has property U, but (Ry)±. is not proximinal. Since (Ry)±
= Ry, this completes the proof.
4. Remarks. An interesting and important
question related to Haar's
theorem is the following: For what compact Hausdorff spaces T does C(T)
admit Haar subspaces of dimension greater than one? (It follows from Theorem 3.6 that the one dimensional subspace generated by the function which
is identically one is always a Haar subspace.) Haar [5] showed the existence
of a space T which admitted no nontrivial Haar subspaces, and in 1956 J. C.
Mairhuber
[8] showed that (under the assumption that T is a compact subset of Euclidean space Ek) if C(T) admits a Haar subspace of dimension n>l,
then T is homeomorphic to a compact subset of the circumference of a circle. If n
is even, this is a proper subset. This theorem has since been proved, independently, by K. Sieklucki [13] and P. C. Curtis [2] under the assumption that
P is merely a compact Hausdorff space. In view of our characterization
of
Haar subspaces of Co(T) in Theorem 3.6, it would be interesting to know for
what locally compact Hausdorff spaces T there exist nontrivial
Haar subspaces of Co(T).
If C is a closed convex subset of P, we call C proximinal if to each xGP
there exists at least one yGCsuch that ||x —y\\ =d(x, C). It is well known that
every closed convex subset of a reflexive Banach space is proximinal.
(This is
easily deduced, for instance, from the weak compactness of the unit sphere
in such a space.) Less well known, however, is the truth of the converse:
If every closed convex subset of a Banach space E is proximinal, then E is
reflexive. The proof of this, which was kindly communicated
to me by Professor R. C. James, goes as follows: If P is a nonreflexive Banach space it must
contain a separable nonreflexive subspace M. James [6] has shown that if a
separable Banach space is nonreflexive, then there exists a linear functional
on the space which does not attain its supremum on the unit sphere. Hence,
there exists /G-S'J- such that/-1(l)
misses SC\M. Considered as a subset of
P> /-1(1) is a closed convex set which is not proximinal
(the origin has no
nearest point in/_1(l)),
which completes the proof. Since/_1(1)
is a translate
of a subspace, this result may be formulated as follows: A Banach space E is
reflexive if and only if each subspace of E is proximinal.

If Af is a proximinal

subspace

N(x) ={ye.M:

of P and xGP

let

\\x - y\\ = d(x, if)}.

The nonempty set A(x) is closed and convex, and it is clear that Af is a Haar
subspace if and only if dim N(x) =0 for each xGP. G. Rubinstein [ll] has
generalized Haar's theorem in a different direction: Supposing that M is an
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77-dimensional subspace of C(T), T compact metric, and OSkSn— 1, he
obtains a necessary and sufficient condition that dim iV(x) Sk, for each x£E.
(For k = 0, his result gives Haar's theorem.) It is not too difficult to extend
all our results of §1 in this direction, getting estimates on the dimension of
the set of Hahn-Banach
extensions of a given functional (in the case of property U) in terms of dim A(x), for x£Af-~{c6},
and estimating dim N(x) (in
the case of the Haar property) in terms of the number of extreme points of S*
vanishing on some yEM~{<p}.
The methods used in doing this are the same
as our present ones and the theorems so obtained are not as simply stated,
hence we have preferred to keep the present versions.
Finite dimensional

Finite deficiency

SpaceHaar subspaces

U subspaces

3.6

For dim. =1 see
3.2

C(T)

L,

None, see 2.5

Haar subspaces

For connected
see 3.4

2.2

U subspaces

T

None, see remarks

None of def. >lj

following 2.3

for def. =1 see remarks

preceding

3.7
L„

None of dim. >1;
for dim. =1 see
remarks preceding

None; see remarks
following 3.7

None, if weak*closed; see 1.3 and
2.5

3.7
C0(T)

3.6

Co

3.6

3.3

None; see remarks

following 3.4
li

For dim. =1 see

2.3

Same as Li

2.4

In [10] W. W. Rogosinski

has considered

systems of n linear equations

oo

(1)

23 aikxk= ct

(1 S i S n)

k—D

in an infinity of unknowns xk, where the 77(real or complex) sequences \aik} "_0
are assumed to be linearly independent and the c,- are real or complex numbers. Two cases of special interest are when (i) we assume that lim*.*, aik

= 0 (ISiSn)

and consider solutions {xk} such that 221**I <0Oi and (ii)

we assume 23*°-o |fflf*| < °° (ISiSn)
sup |x*| < <». Rogosinski's attention

and consider solutions {xk} such that
is directed mainly to mininal solutions
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{x*}, i.e. solutions which minimize ^|x*|
and sup \xk\ respectively.
It is
shown that this is equivalent to finding all Hahn-Banach
extensions of functionals (defined by (1)) on the subspace of c0 (resp. If) spanned by the
\aik]k=o- ln the case that the a,k and c< are all real, our theorems (3.3 and
2.3) give necessary and sufficient conditions for (1) to have a unique minimal
solution.
In the table on the preceding page, Li and Lx are assumed to be infinite
dimensional spaces over a cr-finite measure space containing no atoms, while
C(T) and C0(T) are over a compact Hausdorff and a locally compact Hausdorff space, respectively. A number in a particular place means the property
in question is characterized
by the theorem having that number.
The subspace of all functions vanishing on a fixed measurable
(or compact) subset of T has the Haar property in Li and h, while it has property V
in C(T), Co(T), Co,m and Lx.
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